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STANDARD SOURCES OF PARTICLE PRODUCTIONIN HEAVY ION COLLISIONS�A. CapellaLaboratoire de Physique Théorique (CNRS�UMR 8627)Université de Paris XI, Bâtiment 210, 91405 Orsay Cedex, Frane(Reeived Otober 11, 1999)We desribe partile prodution in the framework of an independentstring model: the dual parton model. We show that an improved versionof this model, ontaining a diquark breaking omponent, allows to desribethe bulk of partile prodution and, in partiular, baryon stopping andmost of the observed enhanement of strange baryons. Only for very rareproesses, suh as 
 or J= prodution, the model has to be supplementedwith �nal state interation (omovers interation). Reent data on event�by�event �utuations in pT are also desribed by the model. Preditionsfor RHIC and LHC are presented and the e�et of nulear shadowing isdisussed.PACS numbers: 12.40.�y, 25.75.�q, 12.38.Mh1. IntrodutionThe enhaned prodution of strange partiles (in partiular of strangebaryons) and the spetaular suppression of J= in PbPb ollisions are on-sidered by many authors to be signals of Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP) pro-dution � or at least of the prodution of a system in thermal equilibrium.In this paper, we desribe these phenomena in the framework of the DualParton Model (DPM). We show that the model in its original form fails todesribe the large amount of stopping measured in entral SS and PbPb ol-lisions � as do most independent string models. An improved version of themodel ontaining a diquark breaking omponent is introdued. It allows todesribe stopping without any extra free parameter. The same omponentis also responsible for most of the observed enhanement of strange baryons.However, the 
 yield is underestimated by a fator �ve. Agreement with� Presented at the XXXIX Craow Shool of Theoretial Physis, Zakopane, Poland,May 29�June 8, 1999. (3541)



3542 A. Capellaexperiment is restored by introduing �nal state interation (omovers in-teration) with a very small ross-setion of the order of 0.1 mb. Comoversinteration is also needed in order to desribe the anomalous suppression ofJ= in entral PbPb ollisions.Comovers interation is a very non-trivial phenomenon mostly at a par-toni level, whih is not entirely understood. It turns out, however, that theross-setions required to desribe the data, both for strangeness enhane-ment and J= suppression are very small and the omovers interation doesnot a�et the bulk of partile prodution. In partiular B �B annihilation inthe �nal state seems to be negligibly small.Reently, a lot of attention has been devoted to the study of event�by�event orrelations � in partiular in pT. The small value of this orrelationin entral PbPb ollisions has been interpreted as a sign of thermalization.We show that this value is well reprodued in DPM.Preditions of the model for RHIC and LHC are also presented. Althoughminijets are important in order to determine pT distributions, in DPM theydo not a�et multipliities. (For the latter, the short q-�q strings in DPMplay the same role as minijets). On the ontrary, shadowing orretions arevery important and redue the values of dN=dy at mid-rapidities by a fator2 at RHIC and by a fator 3 at LHC. This redution is muh stronger thanin models where minijets are the dominant omponent, the reason beingthat in DPM shadowing orretions are present both for soft and semi-hardprodution. 2. The modelThe dual parton model (DPM) is a dynamial model for low pT hadroniand nulear interations. It is based on the large-N expansion of non-perturbative QCD in the Veneziano limit � in whih the ratio N=Nf isheld �xed [1℄. The dominant on�guration onsists in the prodution of twostrings (of type qq-q in pp sattering, see Fig. 1). There are also more om-pliated on�gurations, orresponding to higher order terms in the large-Nexpansion, involving 4, 6, : : : et strings. These extra strings have sea quarksand antiquarks at their ends (Fig. 2). These on�gurations orrespond tomultiple inelasti sattering in an S-matrix approah. In pp ollisions theontribution of eah on�guration is suppressed by a fator N�2n+2, wheren is the number of strings � irrespetive of the number of exhanged gluonsand q-�q loops, whih do not hange the topology of the graph. It is notknown how to ompute the numerial values of the various ontributionsfrom the QCD Lagrangian. However, Veneziano has shown that there is aone�to�one orrespondene between the various terms in the 1=N expansionand those in a multiple sattering theory (the number of strings being equal



Standard Soures of Partile Prodution in Heavy Ion Collisions 3543to twie the number of inelasti ollisions). In view of that, we determine theontribution of eah on�guration to the total ross-setion using a multiplesattering model: generalized eikonal or perturbative reggeon alulus inhadron�hadron ollisions and Glauber�Gribov model in ollisions involvingnulei.
Fig. 1. Two string diagram in pp

b)

a)

Fig. 2. (a) Four string diagram in pp. (b) Four string diagram in pA.For A�B ollisions (for simpliity we onsider here A = B) in the ap-proximation of only two strings per nuleon�nuleon ollisions, the rapiditydistribution of seondaries is given by [2℄



3544 A. CapelladNAAdy (y) = �nA hN qqAP�qvAT (y) +N qvAP�qqAT (y)i+ 2(�n� �nA)N qs��qs(y) :(1)Here N(y) are the rapidity distributions of the individual strings, �nA is theaverage number of wounded nuleons of A and �n is the average number ofollisions. Both �nA and �n an be omputed in the Glauber model. Forinstane for an average ollision (i.e. integrated over impat parameter),one has �n = A2�NN=�AB / A4=3 : (2)Note that the total number of strings is 2�n, i.e. two strings per inelastinuleon�nuleon ollision.The interpretation of (1) is obvious. With �nA struk nuleons, we haveat our disposal �nA diquarks of projetile and target (qqAP and qqAT , re-spetively) and as many valene quarks. This aounts for the �rst term in(1). The remaining strings: 2(�n � �nA) have to be strethed by sea quarksand antiquarks, beause the available valene onstituents are all inludedin the �rst term; this aounts for the seond term of (1). Of ourse weshould ombine the valene and sea onstituents of the projetile with thoseof the target in all possible ways. However, for linear quantities suh asmultipliities, eah ordering gives pratially the same result.We an see from (1) and (2) that, if all strings would have the sameplateau height (i.e. the same value ofN(0)), the plateau height in an averageAA ollision would inrease like A4=3. However, at present energies, theplateau height of the qs-�qs, strings is smaller than that of qq-q ones, and the�rst term of (1) dominates. One obtains in this way the elebrated woundednuleon model introdued by our Kraków hosts [3℄. At higher energies theontribution of the sea strings beomes inreasingly important. Therefore,in order to make preditions for RHIC and LHC we have to introdue themultistring on�gurations in eah nuleon�nuleon ollision. If their averagenumber is 2 �K (this number an be omputed in a generalized eikonal model:one gets �K ' 2 at ps = 200 and �K � 3 at ps = 7 TeV) the total numberof strings is 2 �K�n and Eq. (1) is hanged intodNAAdy (y) = �nA hN qqAP�qvAT (y) +N qvAP�qqAT (y) + (2 �K � 2)N qs��qsi+(�n� �nA)2 �KN qs��qs : (3)The hadroni spetra of the individual strings N(y) are obtained froma onvolution of momentum distribution funtion and fragmentation fun-tions. Both are assumed to be universal, i.e. the same in all hadroni and



Standard Soures of Partile Prodution in Heavy Ion Collisions 3545nulear interations. This makes the model very preditive, in partiular re-garding the energy and A-dependenes. Moreover, momentum distributionfuntions and fragmentation funtions are determined to a large extent fromknown Regge interepts [2,4℄. Finally, hadrons produed in di�erent stringsare assumed to be unorrelated (string independene). This is a simpliityassumption whih does not follow from the large-N expansion.So far, we have only onsidered on�gurations with an even number ofstrings. What about odd string on�gurations? A on�guration with a sin-gle 3-�3 string is possible in some ases, i.e. when it is possible to annihilatea projetile quark with the orresponding antiquark in the target (Fig. 3).However, in this ase �avor quantum numbers are exhanged between proje-tile and target and this ontribution dereases like 1ps (seondary reggeonexhange).
Fig. 3. One string diagram in �ppA on�guration with three 3-�3 strings is possible in p�p annihilation(Fig. 4). In this ase, baryon number is exhanged between projetile andtarget, and the orresponding ontribution is also expeted to derease in1=ps. In any ase, it is known experimentally that this ontribution is verysmall at high energy.

Fig. 4. Three string diagram in �pp



3546 A. Capella3. Baryon stoppingIn DPM, the net baryon prodution takes plae from diquark fragmen-tation. The produed baryon is fast in average. The data for pp ollisions atSPS and for peripheral AA ollisions an be reprodued in this way. How-ever, in the ase of entral SS and PbPb ollisions, a huge baryon stoppinghas been observed by both the NA44 and NA49 ollaborations. It annotbe reprodued in the model. Atually most string models in their originalform fail to do so.The origin of this problem resides in the assoiation of the net baryonprodution with the diquark. This is not neessarily the ase. Indeed,let us onsider again the three string graph for �pp annihilation of Fig. 4.Here the valene quarks and antiquarks are found in their orrespondinghemispheres and yet no net baryon or antibaryon is present in the �nalstate. This indiates that baryon number an be independent of valenequarks. It also shows that it an be transferred over large rapidity distanesand annihilate with the orresponding antibaryon number �very muh inthe same way as quark and antiquark annihilate in a one string diagramof Fig. 3. Assuming that �annihilation � 1=ps, one obtains for the rapiditydistribution of baryon number (when it is not assoiated with valene quarks)d�=dy � exp(�1=2�y).The above piture has its theoretial justi�ation in the works of Dosh[5℄ and Rossi and Veneziano [6℄. These authors have onstruted a gaugeinvariant state vetor of the baryon whih leads to a piture of the baryonmade out of three quarks bound together by three strings whih join in apoint alled string juntion (SJ). In this piture it is possible to transferthe SJ over large rapidity distanes � leaving the valene quarks behind.In what follows, this omponent will be denoted diquark breaking (DB)omponent � while the onventional one will be denoted diquark preserving(DP) omponent.Reent work based on the above or related ideas an be found inRefs [7�13℄. However, in order to understand in this way the huge stop-ping observed in entral AA ollisions, one has to understand why the DBomponent desribed above is small in pp and quite large in entral AAollisions. In Ref. [10℄, it was argued that the A dependene of the DBomponent is stronger than that of the DP one. In this way, a satisfatorydesription of the pp and entral SS data was obtained � and preditionsfor entral PbPb turned out to be orret. This was ahieved by introdu-ing one free parameter � whih determines the ratio of the DB over DPontribution in pp. However, this approah is not entirely satisfatory sineit requires a sort of �ne tuning, namely the size of the DB omponent in pphas to be small enough not to spoil the agreement with the data, and largeenough to desribe the entral AA data thanks to its larger A dependene.



Standard Soures of Partile Prodution in Heavy Ion Collisions 3547In reent works [12,13℄, we have introdued a di�erent implementation ofthe DB mehanism whih avoids any �ne tuning � as well as the neessity ofan extra parameter. Our �rst remark is that, although the DB omponentis de�nitely present in the ase of a single pp ollision, it gives rise to athree-string on�guration (Fig. 5). This is not the dominant, two-string,on�guration in the large-N expansion and, therefore, is expeted to besmall. Sine its presene is not required to desribe the pp data at SPSenergies, we take it equal to zero for simpliity. (Atually any value smallenough to be in agreement with the pp data an be introdued but it willhave pratially no e�et on the results for entral AB ollisions). Theseond important remark [10℄ is that in the ase of two inelasti ollisionsper nuleon (for instane an inoming proton sattering inelastially withtwo nuleons of a nulear target), the above topologial suppression doesnot our. Indeed, in this ase the dominant on�guration has four stringsfor both the DP and the DB omponents (see Figs 2 and 6). Therefore anatural assumption is that, in this ase, the two ontributions have equalweights (1/2). The generalization to the ase of n elasti ollisions pernuleon is not so obvious. The assumption we have made [12, 13℄ (to beheked by omparing with experiment) is that there is an equal probability(1=n) for the SJ to follow any of the n ollisions. In one of them, the SJ willjoin a valene diquark and hadronize in the onventional (DP) way. In allother ases, it will hadronize aording to the DB mehanism.
BFig. 5. Three string diagram for the diquark breaking omponent in pp
B

Fig. 6. Four string diagram for the diquark breaking omponent in pA



3548 A. CapellaWith these assumptions, the rapidity distribution of the net baryon(B � �B) in AA ollisions an be written asdNAA!B� �Bdy = �nA�n ��nAdNDPdy + (�n� �nA)dNDBdy � : (4)Here �n is the average number of binary ollisions and �nA the average numberof partiipants of A (for simpliity we onsider only the ase A = B). Theaverage number of ollisions per wounded (or partiipant) nuleon in �n=�nA.The probability of the DP omponent is thus �nA=�n and that of the DB one1 � �nA=�n = (�n � �nA)=�n. The extra fator �nA in Eq. (4) ensures baryonnumber onservation (see below). Note that in the ase of a single ollisionper nuleon (�n = �nA), only the DP omponent is present. The exat formof dNDB=dy is given in Refs [12, 13℄. Its main feature is the exp(�1=2�y)fator, disussed above. In Eq. (4), dNDP=dy is the onventional diquarkfragmentation omponent. All relevant formulae are given in Ref. [14℄. Bothomponents are normalized to 2 (upon integration in y). In this way, thenet baryon yield is 2�nA as required by baryon number onservation.Note that in pp ollisions at high energy there is also more than oneollision per nuleon due to unitarity. Therefore, Eq. (4) gives a well de�nedpredition for the inrease of stopping in hadroni ollision at high ener-gies. An obvious predition is that the stopping will inrease with the eventmultipliity � large event multipliity orresponding to a large number of

Fig. 7. Rapidity distribution of the net baryon number B � �B in entral SS andPbPb ollisions. The full (dotted) line is the result with (without) the diquarkbreaking omponent.



Standard Soures of Partile Prodution in Heavy Ion Collisions 3549interations and/or strings. Preliminary data for the p-�p asymmetry in DISat HERA are in qualitative agreement with this predition.The results for the net baryon yield B � �B in entral SS and PbPb ol-lisions are shown in Fig. 7. The PbPb data are well reprodued. The SSones (whih show a larger stopping than in PbPb) are not so well desribed.Note, however, that the disrepany between the data and the model pre-ditions without DB omponent has been substantially redued. Note alsothat there is no free parameter here.4. Strangeness enhanementWe have argued in the previous Setion that in entral AA ollisions, alarge number of net baryons are produed at mid-rapidities and that theyare dominantly made out of the SJ plus three sea quarks (see Fig. 6). Itis then obvious than a large number of net �, � and 
 (i.e. an inreaseof these yields per partiipant) will also take plae. As a matter of fat,this is the only possibility to produe net 
. The experimental value of theratio �
=
 � 0:4 in entral PbPb ollisions at mid-rapidities is very muhin favour of the above piture. Moreover, there will also be a substantialinrease in the yield of K+ assoiated to the prodution of �'s.In order to obtain the absolute yields of strange baryons one an usetrivial quark ounting arguments together with the ratio S = 2s=(u + d) ofstrange over non-strange quarks in the sea. Details of the alulations, usingvalues of S in the range 0:2 � 0:3, an be found in Ref. [13℄. Very similarresults are obtained [12℄ by adopting a more phenomenologial attitude,namely, �xing the �, � and 
 yields at mid-rapidities from the pBe andpPb data [15℄. Their values in entral AA ollisions are then obtained usingEq. (4).Before stating our results it is neessary to reall the mehanism of an-tibaryon prodution in DPM. It onsists of two terms. One of them or-responds to the usual diquark�antidiquark pair prodution in the stringbreaking proess. This term sales with the number of partiipants. Theseond one orresponds to the presene of diquark�antidiquark pairs in thenuleon sea. This term sales with �n� �nA.The orresponding formula (for A = B) isdNAA! �Bdy = nAdNAA! �Bstringdy + (�n� �nA)dNAA! �Bseady : (5)For details see [12, 13℄ and referenes therein.Our results are shown in Fig. 8 (dashed lines). The p and � yields are wellreprodued. The �'s are slightly underestimated. However, the 
's are toolow by a fator 5. In an attempt to desribe the 
 yield we have introdued



3550 A. Capella

Fig. 8. B + �B yields at mid-rapidities for minimum bias pPb and entral PbPbollisions at SPS energies. Full (dashed) lines are the results with (without) �nalstate interation.the �nal state interations: �N ! K�, �N ! K�, ��! K�, ��! K�and �� ! K
, plus the orresponding reations for the antipartiles. Theyare governed by the gain and loss di�erential equations [16℄dNid4x =XK;` �k` �k(x) �`(x)�Xk �ik �i(x) �k(x) : (6)The �rst term in the r.h.s. of (6) desribes the prodution of partile iresulting from the interation of partiles k and ` with spae-time densities�(x) and ross-setions �k` (averaged over the momentum distributions ofthe interating partiles. The seond term desribes the loss of partile idue to its interation with partile k. The initial densities are the onesobtained without �nal state interation and the averaged ross-setions aretaken to be the same for all proesses. For details see [12, 13℄. The dataare reprodued with a value of the ross-setion as small as 0.14 mb (fulllines in Fig. 8). Note that we do not onsider the inverse reations requiredby detailed balane. These reations give a negligibly small e�et sine�K�� � ���N , et. For the same reason we have negleted strange exhangereations suh as �
 $ �K�. Although the averaged ross-setion an be



Standard Soures of Partile Prodution in Heavy Ion Collisions 3551larger than the value used above, this is overompensated by the values ofthe involved densities. Sine �
 � �� (by a fator 20 at initial interationtime), �
 ! �K� is disfavored as ompared to �� ! K
. Likewise, sine� �K � ��, �K� ! �
 is disfavored as ompared to �� ! �K
.Note that �nal state interation is by no means a trivial e�et. First,it represents a departure from the idea of independent strings. Seond,and more important, a large ontribution to the integrals (6) omes frominteration times of a few fermi, lose to initial time where the system is in adense pre-hadroni state. Atually, Brodsky and Muller [17℄ introdued theonept of omover interation as a oalesene phenomenon at the partonilevel, in order to desribe the �nal state interation. It is therefore lear thata lot of theoretial unertainty is introdued in this way. The importantresult, however, is that the ross-setions required to desribe the data arevery small and do not a�et the bulk of partile prodution.In Fig. 9 we show the ratio �B=B for pPb and for four entrality binsin PbPb. All these ratios derease signi�antly between pPb and entralSS ollisions and also between entral SS and entral PbPb. Although thisderease does not ontradit thermal or QGP models (the inrease in theseratios at �xed baryohemial potential an be overompensated by an in-rease of the latter), it is not easy to obtain and most global �ts in theframework of those models do not reprodue it. A more ruial test of thethermal and QGP models is the ratio of di�erent types of antibaryons. Animportant result of our model is a ratio ��=�p signi�antly smaller than one.This is in agreement with reent preliminary data on the �p yield from the

Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 8 for the ratios �B=B



3552 A. CapellaNA49 ollaboration [18℄ � together with published data on the �� yield bythe WA97 one [15℄. This is in ontradition with the predition of a ��=�pratio signi�antly larger than one given by Rafelski [19℄.5. J= suppression1The derease of the ratio J= over DY when the entrality inreases wasproposed by Matsui and Satz [20℄ as a test of a deon�ning phase transition.Shortly afterwards this derease was found in OU ollisions by the NA36ollaboration. It has also been found in SU and PbPb � as well as in pAollisions (see Gershel, these proeedings). The presene of J= suppressionin pA ollisions, indiates that another physial mehanism is at work. Mostauthors onsider that it onsists in the interation of the pre-resonant � pairwith nuleons of the nuleus. A �t of all existing data gives a value of 6� 7mb for this absorptive ross-setion [21℄. The same mehanism allows todesribe OU and SU ollisions but fails to desribe the PbPb data � whihhave a larger (�anomalous�) suppression. The latter has been interpretedas a sign of a deon�ning phase transition [21℄. However, an alternativeexplanation has been proposed, based on the idea of omover interations(�+J= ! D+ �D+X) of the same type introdued in the previous Setionto desribe 
 enhanement. It has been shown in [22℄ that with a ross-setion of 0.6 mb one obtains in this way a reasonable desription of all thedata. At a quantitative level, however, the omover piture tends to slightlyoverestimate the J= suppression both in entral SU and in peripheral PbPbollisions and to underestimate it slightly in very entral PbPb ollisions.However, this disagreement is rather small (about 2�). Moreover, there arelarge unertainties both in the theory and in the experiment. In partiular,reent data on J= prodution in pA ollisions by the E866 ollaboration [23℄lead to a smaller value of the absorptive ross-setion. If these data wereon�rmed, the agreement of the omover piture would improve. Indeed,by reduing the value of the absorptive ross-setion, there would be �moreroom� for omovers in SU ollisions.The disussion above refers to the true J= over DY data. The NA50ollaboration has also presented the so-alled minimum bias (MB) analysisin PbPb ollisions. This refers to the ratioJ= DY = �J= MB�exp ��MBDY�theory : (7)1 This subjet has been disussed in great detail in the letures by C. Gershel. Thedisussion in this paragraph is very skethy and assumes that the ontent of herletures is known.



Standard Soures of Partile Prodution in Heavy Ion Collisions 3553Here MB is the single partile inlusive ross-setion for harged partilesfor minimum bias events � i.e. without requiring the presene of a J= or adimuon pair in the �nal state. The �rst fator in the r.h.s. of Eq. (7) has beenmeasured experimentally, while the seond one is alulated theoretially.The advantage of this proedure is that the statistis is very high (and thestatistial errors very small). However, systemati errors do not anel here.The ratio obtained in this way shows no saturation at large ET. On theontrary, it ontinues to derease steadily at the highest available values ofET. This feature annot be reprodued in a omovers approah, at least in itspresent version. One has to note, however, that one needs some theoretialassumptions in order to ompute the theoretial ratio MB/DY. In partiularone assumes that the tail of the ET distributions of MB and DY are idential.Sine both distributions show a very steep fall o� at the tail, this assumptionplays a very ruial role in the determination of that ratio at very large ET.The data [24℄ an be reprodued in a deon�ning senario [25℄. One hasto introdue two deon�ning phase transitions, a �rst one for the � and  0and a seond one for the diret J= . However, in this approah, the hpTi ofthe J= versus ET has a derease at large ET whih is not seen in the data.On the ontrary, the omovers senario gives a saturation at large ET bothfor the ratio J= over DY and for the hpTi of the J= versus ET (see lastpaper in [22℄).In onlusion, the present data on J= suppression are very interestingbut their interpretation is not yet established. Hopefully, the forthomingRHIC data will allow to larify the situation (see Setion 6).6. Shadowing orretions and preditions at RHIC and LHCUsing Eq. (3) with K � 2 at RHIC and K � 3 at LHC we obtain forentral ollisions at 7 TeV [26℄dNSSdy (y� � 0) � 2000 dNPbPbdy (y� � 0) � 7900 : (8)These results are obtained without taking into aount semi-hard ollisions(minijets). As disussed in the introdution, the latter do not a�et themultipliities, sine the average number of strings is onstrained by unitarity.The fat that some of the q-�q strings an be the result of a semi-hard gluon�gluon interation, will a�et the intrinsi pT of the string ends and, thus,the pT distribution of produed partiles. However, average multipliitiesare pratially unhanged.As explained in [26℄, the values in (8) are upper limits. A redutionin these �gures is expeted from shadowing orretions. In hard proesses,shadowing orretions in the nulear struture funtions are well known. Inour approah, however, these orretions are present irrespetive of whether



3554 A. Capellathe proess is hard or soft. Moreover, they have the same physial originand are governed by the same equations in both ases.The physial origin of shadowing orretions an be traed to the dif-ferene between Glauber model and Gribov �eld theory. The spae-timepiture of the interation is very di�erent in the two ases. Let us onsiderhadron-nuleus ollisions. In the Glauber model, we have suessive (billiardball type of) ollisions, while in Gribov theory we have �parallel� ollisionsof di�erent projetile onstituents with target nuleons. A key result of Gri-bov [27℄ is that the h�A amplitude an, nevertheless, be written as a sumof multiple-sattering diagrams with elasti intermediate states � whihhave the same expressions as in the Glauber model. However, in Gribovtheory, there are extra multiple-sattering diagrams whih ontain all pos-sible di�rative exitations of the inoming hadron as intermediate states.At present CERN energies, these extra diagrams lead to orretions to theGlauber formula of the order of 10� 20 % in the total ross-setions. How-ever, their ontribution to dN=dy is muh larger and leads to a redution inthe �gures in (8) by about a fator 2 at RHIC and a fator 3 at LHC [28℄.It is well known that the size of high mass exitations of the initial hadronis ontrolled by triple Pomeron ouplings. It has been shown in [29℄ thatthe values of the triple reggeon ouplings determined from soft di�ration,allow also to desribe hard di�ration measured at HERA. It is also wellknown [30℄ that the latter determines the size of shadowing e�ets in thenulear struture funtions at low x. From the analysis in [29℄ it follows thatat a sale Q2 � 1 GeV2 and x � 10�2 (the x-value relevant at RHIC) theshadowing in the Pb struture funtion leads to its redution by a fator0.7. At x � 10�3 (relevant for LHC) the orresponding redution is 0.6.Squaring these values (in order to take into aount shadowing orretionin both projetile and target in the ase of PbPb ollisions), we obtain theredutions by a fator 2 at RHIC and 3 at LHC as stated above. Similarresults are obtained [28℄ onsidering that the proess is soft and omputingthe modi�ations to dN=dy at y� � 0 resulting from the extra terms in theGribov theory � using the standard value of the triple Pomeron oupling.The above onsiderations show that the average virtualities relevant forthe alulation of the shadowing e�ets in dN=dy at y� � 0 at RHIC andLHC are of the order of 1 GeV2. In models where the dominant ontributionis semi-hard the relevant average virtualities, obtained from perturbativeQCD, are higher and the shadowing e�ets signi�antly smaller.With the above values of dN=dy at y� � 0 it is possible to omputethe J= suppression at RHIC and LHC resulting from the two mehanismsdisussed in Setion 5, namely nulear shadowing and omover interation.The redution resulting from the former mehanism depends only on theabsorptive ross-setion whih is expeted to be the same at all energies.



Standard Soures of Partile Prodution in Heavy Ion Collisions 3555On the ontrary, the density of omovers depends strongly on energy and,as disussed above, on the shadowing e�ets.The ratio of J= over DY in a very entral PbPb ollision at SPS energiesover the orresponding ratio in pp ollisions obtained in Ref. [22℄ is 0.23.(This takes into aount both nulear absorption and omovers interation).Without nulear shadowing, the orresponding ratios at RHIC and LHCare 0.03 and 10�4, respetively. When shadowing orretions are taken intoaount the orresponding ratios are signi�antly larger: 0.11 and 0.02.7. Event�by�event �utuations in pTLet us de�ne the quantity [31℄Z = NXi=1 zi ; (9)where N is the total number of partiles in a single event andzi = pTi � hpTi : (10)Here pTi is the pT of partile i in the event and h� � �i denotes the averageover all events. The orrelation � is then de�ned as� =shZ2ihNi �phz2i ; (11)where hz2i is determined by mixing partiles from di�erent events. InRef. [31℄ a simplisti superposition model was onsidered in whihhZ2iAAhNiAA = hZ2iNNhNiNN : (12)In this model � is the same in NN and AA. Experimentally, it has beenfound [32℄ that � dereases by a fator 3 � 4 from NN to entral PbPb.This derease has been interpreted in [31℄ as a sign of thermalization (seehowever Ref. [33℄.It turns out that the derease of � observed experimentally is also repro-dued [34℄ in a Monte-Carlo formulation of the QGSM [4℄ (a model whih isvery lose to DPM). The rapidity distribution, multipliity distribution andpT distribution measured experimentally [32℄ are also well reprodued by themodel [34℄. The results for � are [34℄: �pp = 9:0 MeV, �PbPb = 2:4 MeV atSPS energies and �pp = 76 MeV, �PbPb = 79 MeV at RHIC. As we see thevalues of � predited at RHIC are muh larger than at SPS and pratiallyequal in pp and entral PbPb.



3556 A. Capella8. ConlusionsWe have shown that the main properties of partile prodution in had-roni and nulear ollisions an be desribed in a dynamial string model,the DPM or QGSM. These models do not inorporate non-standard souresof partile prodution � suh as the formation of a thermally equilibratedsystem or a quark gluon plasma.The huge stopping observed in entral SS and PbPb ollisions requires amodi�ation of the model onsisting in the introdution of a diquark brea-king omponent. The PbPb data are well reprodued in this way with noextra parameter and preditions for stopping in other systems are obtained.Strange baryon enhanement an also be desribed in the framework of thisimproved version of DPM. However, for rare proesses suh as 
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